The benefits of Twaron® for helmets

One can hardly imagine a modern soldier or a member of a police special task force without an advanced composite multifunctional helmet in which protection against bullets, shrapnel, grenade fragments, blast effects and mechanical impacts is combined with carrier functionality. Ensuring key aspects such as a high degree of ballistic protection, low weight, durability, and a long life at an affordable price make this a truly complex, sophisticated product. The modern composite helmet is inseparably connected to Twaron® and Teijin Aramid.

Helmets with Twaron®
- protect against bullets, shrapnel & fragments
- have structural stability
- have low backface deformation
- have long term stability

Teijin Aramid offers
- decades of prepreg expertise
- extensive processing know-how
- 30 years of development experience

For more information
Please e-mail us at: ballistics@teijinaramid.com or visit our website.